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A Mad Desire to Dance - Elie Wiesel 2010-04-13
Now in paperback, Wiesel’s newest novel “reminds us, with force, that his writing is alive and strong. The
master has once again found a startling freshness.”—Le Monde des Livres A European expatriate living in
New York, Doriel suffers from a profound sense of desperation and loss. His mother, a member of the
Resistance, survived World War II only to die soon after in France in an accident, together with his father.
Doriel was a hidden child during the war, and his knowledge of the Holocaust is largely limited to what he
finds in movies, newsreels, and books. Doriel’s parents and their secrets haunt him, leaving him filled with
longing but unable to experience the most basic joys in life. He plunges into an intense study of Judaism,
but instead of finding solace, he comes to believe that he is possessed by a dybbuk. Surrounded by ghosts,
spurred on by demons, Doriel finally turns to Dr. Thérèse Goldschmidt, a psychoanalyst who finds herself
particularly intrigued by her patient. The two enter into an uneasy relationship based on exchange: of
dreams, histories, and secrets. And despite Doriel’s initial resistance, Dr. Goldschmidt helps bring him to a
crossroads—and to a shocking denouement. “In its own high-stepping yet paradoxically heart-wracking
way, [Wiesel’s novel] can most assuredly be considered beautiful (almost beyond belief).”—The Philadelphia
Inquirer
The White Castle - Orhan Pamuk 2015-10-14
In the seventeenth century, a young Italian scholar sailing from Venice to Naples is taken prisoner and
delivered to Constantinople, into the custody of a scholar known as Hoja—‘master’—a man who is his exact
double. Hoja wonders, given the knowledge of each other’s most intimate secrets, if they could actually
exchange identities. Set in a world of magnificent scholarship and terrifying savagery, The White Castle is a
colourful and intricately patterned triumph of the imagination.
What Our Minds Do When We Read Novels: Penguin Special - Orhan Pamuk 2012-09-15
What happens within us when we read a novel? And how does a novel create its unique effects, so distinct
from those of a painting, a film, or a poem? Anyone who has known the pleasure of becoming immersed in a
novel will enjoy, and learn from, this perceptive essay by one of the modern masters of the art. In this
inspired, thoughtful, deeply personal essay, from his Charles Eliot Norton lecture series collected as The
Naive and the Sentimental Novelist, Orhan Pamuk takes us into the worlds of the writer and the reader,
revealing their intimate connections. 'He writes with an effortless authority, and deeply literate
sophistications.' Peter Craven, The Age
Approaches to Teaching the Works of Orhan Pamuk - Sevinç Türkkan 2017-10-01
Winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2006, Orhan Pamuk is Turkey's preeminent novelist and an
internationally recognized figure of letters. Influenced by both Turkish and European literature, his works
interrogate problems of modernity and of East and West in the Turkish context and incorporate the
Ottoman legacy linguistically and thematically. The stylistic and thematic aspects of his novels, his
intriguing use of intertextual elements, and his characters' metatextual commentaries make his work
rewarding in courses on world literature and on the postmodern novel. Pamuk's nonfiction writings extend
his themes of memory, loss, personal and political histories, and the craft of the novel. Part 1, "Materials,"
provides biographical background and introduces instructors to translations and critical scholarship that
will elucidate Pamuk's works. In part 2, "Approaches," essays cover topics that support teachers in a range
of classrooms, including Pamuk's use of the Turkish language, the political background to Pamuk's novels,
the politics of translation and aesthetics, and Pamuk's works as world literature.

Orhan Pamuk - Orhan Pamuk 2020-01-21
The streetscapes of Istanbul as photographed by Nobel prize-winning novelist Orhan Pamuk in an
exquisitely printed clothbound edition The dominant color in Orhan Pamuk's new book of photographs is
orange. When the Nobel-Prize-winning novelist is finished with the day's writing, he takes his camera and
wanders through Istanbul's various neighborhoods, visiting the backstreets of his town, areas without
tourists, spaces that seem neglected and forgotten, spaces with a particular light. This is the orange light of
Istanbul's windows and streetlamps that Pamuk knows so well from his childhood--from the Istanbul of 50
years ago, as he mentions in his introduction. But Pamuk also observes that the homely, cosy orange light is
slowly being replaced by a new, bright and icy white light from new lightbulbs. His photographs from the
backstreets of Istanbul record and preserve the cosy effect of this old, disappearing orange light, as well as
the recognition of this new white vision. Whether reflected in well-trodden snow, concentrated as a glaring
ball atop a lamppost or subtly present as a diffuse haze, orange literally and aesthetically gives shape to
Pamuk's pictures, which reveal to us the unseen corners of his home city.
Autobiographies of Orhan Pamuk - Michael D. McGaha 2008
The first book-length study of the life and writings of Ohran Pamuk, the first Turkish writer to receive the
Nobel Prize for Literature.
Suddenly, Love - Aharon Appelfeld 2020-04-15
"Aharon Appelfeld is one of the subtlest, most unorthodox, and most exactingly perceptive novelists to make
the memory of the Holocaust his abiding project." --Philip Gourevitch, The New Yorker A lonely older man
and his devoted young caretaker transform each other’s lives in ways they could never have imagined.
Ernst is a gruff seventy-year-old Red Army veteran from Ukraine who landed, almost by accident, in Israel
after World War II. A retired investment adviser, he lives alone (his first wife and baby daughter were killed
by the Nazis; he divorced his shrewish second wife) and spends his time laboring over his unpublished
novels. Irena, in her mid-thirties, is the unmarried daughter of Holocaust survivors who has been taking
care of Ernst since his surgery two years earlier; she arrives every morning promptly at eight and usually
leaves every afternoon at three. Quiet and shy, Irena is in awe of Ernst’s intellect. And as the months pass,
Ernst comes to depend on the gentle young woman who runs his house, listens to him read from his work,
and occasionally offers a spirited commentary on it. But Ernst’s writing gives him no satisfaction, and he is
haunted by his godless, Communist past. His health, already poor, begins to deteriorate even further; he
becomes mired in depression and seems to lose the will to live. But this is something Irena will not allow. As
she becomes an increasingly important part of his life—moving into his home, encouraging him in his work,
easing his pain—Ernst not only regains his sense of self and discovers the path through which his writing
can flow but he also discovers, to his amazement, that Irena is in love with him. And, even more
astonishing, he realizes that he is in love with her, too.
Medea and Her Children - Ludmila Ulitskaya 2007-12-18
Medea Georgievna Sinoply Mendez is an iconic figure in her Crimean village, the last remaining pureblooded Greek in a family that has lived on that coast for centuries. Childless Medea is the touchstone of a
large family, which gathers each spring and summer at her home. There are her nieces (sexy Nike and shy
Masha), her nephew Georgii (who shares Medea’s devotion to the Crimea), and their friends. In this single
summer, the languor of love will permeate the Crimean air, hearts will be broken, and old memories will
float to consciousness, allowing us to experience not only the shifting currents of erotic attraction and
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competition, but also the dramatic saga of this family amid the forces of dislocation, war, and upheaval of
twentieth-century Russian life.
The Girl Who Reads on the Métro - Christine Féret-Fleury 2019-10-08
“With a cast of characters reminiscent of the French film Amélie, Féret-Fleury creates a world that is
delightful and enchanting...Light and sweet as a bonbon, this little confection of a book is delicious.”
—Kirkus Reviews For fans of Amélie and The Little Paris Bookshop, a modern fairytale about a French
woman whose life is turned upside down when she meets a reclusive bookseller and his young daughter.
Juliette leads a perfectly ordinary life in Paris, working a slow office job, dating a string of not-quite-right
men, and fighting off melancholy. The only bright spots in her day are her métro rides across the city and
the stories she dreams up about the strangers reading books across from her: the old lady, the math
student, the amateur ornithologist, the woman in love, the girl who always tears up at page 247. One
morning, avoiding the office for as long as she can, Juliette finds herself on a new block, in front of a rusty
gate wedged open with a book. Unable to resist, Juliette walks through, into the bizarre and enchanting
lives of Soliman and his young daughter, Zaide. Before she realizes entirely what is happening, Juliette
agrees to become a passeur, Soliman’s name for the booksellers he hires to take stacks of used books out of
his store and into the world, using their imagination and intuition to match books with readers. Suddenly,
Juliette’s daydreaming becomes her reality, and when Soliman asks her to move in to their store to take
care of Zaide while he goes away, she has to decide if she is ready to throw herself headfirst into this new
life. Big-hearted, funny, and gloriously zany, The Girl Who Reads on the Métro is a delayed coming-of-age
story about a young woman who dares to change her life, and a celebration of the power of books to unite
us all.
Orhan Pamuk and the Poetics of Fiction - Umer O. Thasneem 2019-07-08
This volume marks an exhilarating tour through the mesmerizing and labyrinthine fictional world of the
Nobel Prize-winning Turkish author Orhan Pamuk. Despite being ranked alongside Marquez, Cortazar,
Calvino, Borges and Eco, Pamuk is yet to receive due critical attention in the Anglophone world, where he
has millions of readers. This book takes the reader on a fascinating ride through Pamuk’s novels from The
Silent House, written in the early Eighties, to the recently published The Red Haired Woman. The nine
novels that form the focus of this study straddle a period of more than three decades that witnessed the
emergence of Pamuk as Turkey’s foremost novelist and a master fabulist. The book details the chemistry of
the thematics and architectonics of Pamuk’s craft in a style shorn of dry pedantry and jargon trotting.
Examining the intricate pattern of his creative topography in the light of theories ranging from
psychoanalysis to spectral criticism, it represents a timely and illuminating contribution to the study of
contemporary fiction.
The Black Book - Orhan Pamuk 2011-08-18
The Black Book is Orhan Pamuk's tour de force, a stunning tapestry of Middle Eastern and Islamic culture
which confirmed his reputation as a writer of international stature. Richly atmospheric and Rabelaisian in
scope, it is a labyrinthine novel suffused with the sights, sounds and scents of Istanbul, an unforgettable
evocation of the city where East meets West, and a boldly unconventional mystery that plumbs the elusive
nature of identity, fiction, interpretation and reality.
Life Into Literature - Saman Hashemipour 2017

modernity. Translated by Robert Finn
Orhan Pamuk, Secularism and Blasphemy - Erdağ M. Göknar 2013
This book examines the literary politics of Orhan Pamuk's novels within the framework of contestations
over "Turkishness," Islam, and secularization. Moving beyond a traditional study of literature, this book
turns to literature to ask larger questions about Turkish history, identity, collective memory, and cultural
practice. It concludes with an interview with Orhan Pamuk.
My Name Is Red - Orhan Pamuk 2011-08-05
** PRE-ORDER NIGHTS OF PLAGUE, THE NEW NOVEL FROM ORHAN PAMUK ** Winner of the Nobel
Prize for Literature Winner of the International IMPAC Dublin Award 'Wonderful' The Spectator
'Magnificent' Observer 'Sumptuous' New Yorker 'Unforgettable' Guardian My Name is Red is an
unforgettable murder mystery, set amid the splendour of sixteenth century Istanbul, from the Nobel
prizewinning author In the late 1590s, the Sultan secretly commissions a great book: a celebration of his
life and his empire, to be illuminated by the best artists of the day - in the European manner. At a time of
violent fundamentalism, however, this is a dangerous proposition. Even the illustrious circle of artists are
not allowed to know for whom they are working. But when one of the miniaturists is murdered, their Master
has to seek outside help. Did the dead painter fall victim to professional rivalry, romantic jealousy or
religious terror? With the Sultan demanding an answer within three days, perhaps the clue lies somewhere
in the half-finished pictures . . . Orhan Pamuk is one of the world's leading contemporary novelists and in
My Name is Red, he fashioned an unforgettable tale of suspense, and an artful meditation on love and
deception.
The Oath - J.J. Kovacick 2018-08-16
The Oath Newcentury: trilogy 1 Stan Cooper, MI6s British secret agent, arrived at Atocha station shortly
after a terrorist organization had carried out a bomb attack that left dozens of dead and wounded scattered
all over the place. He was petrified when he discovered that his mother was among the victims. He swore
over his mothers dead body that he would find the culprits. It was the only way to cope with the pain. When
he discovered the Islamic terrorists, he knew that they were a powerful and sophisticated organization led
by scientists who had the power to eliminate him. He knew that he would face a monster that was almost
impossible to defeat. He could not expect MI6 to get involved in his personal war. He had to face them
alone. He was only accompanied by a friend from MI6. Everything started to go wrong when the terrorist
organization found out that Stan Cooper had discovered them. From that moment on, they began a ruthless
hunt to kill him. Now he must fight for his life to fulfill the oath he had made over his mothers dead body.
The Naive and the Sentimental Novelist - Orhan Pamuk 2011-11-01
From the Nobel Prize-winning novelist and the acclaimed author of My Name is Red—an inspired,
thoughtful, and deeply personal book of essays about reading and writing novels. In this fascinating set of
essays, based on the talks he delivered at Harvard University as part of the distinguished Norton Lecture
series, Pamuk presents a comprehensive and provocative theory of the novel and the experience of reading.
Drawing on Friedrich Schiller’s famous distinction between “naïve” writers—those who write
spontaneously—and “sentimental” writers—those who are reflective and aware—Pamuk reveals two unique
ways of processing and composing the written word. He takes us through his own literary journey and the
beloved novels of his youth to describe the singular experience of reading. Unique, nuanced, and
passionate, this book will be beloved by readers and writers alike.
The Last Station - Jay Parini 2010-02-02
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE Starring Helen Mirren, Christopher Plummer, & James McAvoy In 1910,
Count Leo Tolstoy, the most famous writer in the world, is caught in the struggle between his devoted wife
and an equally devoted acolyte over the master's legacy. Sofya Andreyevna fears that she and the children
she has borne Tolstoy will lose all to Vladimir Chertkov and the Tolstoyan movement, which preaches the
ideals of poverty, chastity, and pacifism. As Tolstoy seeks peace in his final days, Valentin Bulgakov is hired
to be his secretary and enlisted as a spy by both camps. But Valentin's loyalty is to the great man, who in
turn recognizes in the young idealist his own youthful struggle with worldly passions. Deftly moving among
a colorful cast of characters, drawing on the writings of the people on whom they are based, Jay Parini has
created a stunning portrait of an enduring genius and a deeply affecting novel.

Silent House - Orhan Pamuk 2012-10-09
In an old mansion in Cennethisar (formerly a fishing village, now a posh resort near Istanbul) the old widow
Fatma awaits the annual summer visit of her grandchildren: Faruk, a dissipated failed historian; his
sensitive leftist sister, Nilgun; and the younger grandson, Metin, a high school student drawn to the fast life
of the nouveaux riches, who dreams of going to America. The widow has lived in the village for decades,
ever since her husband, an idealistic young doctor, first arrived to serve the poor fishermen. Now mostly
bedridden, she is attended by her faithful servant Recep, a dwarf--and the doctor's illegitimate son.
Mistress and servant share memories, and grievances, of those early years. But it is Recep's cousin Hassan,
a high school dropout, and fervent right-wing nationalist, who will draw the visiting family into the growing
political cataclysm, in this spell-binding novel depicting Turkey's tumultuous century-long struggle for
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shows us how to read not only translations but also the act of translation itself, treating it not as a problem
to be solved but as an achievement to be celebrated—something, as Goethe put it, “impossible, necessary,
and important.”
A Strangeness in My Mind - Orhan Pamuk 2015-10-06
Since his boyhood in a poor village in Central Anatolia, Mevlut Karatas has fantasized about what his life
would become. Not getting as far in school as he'd hoped, at the age of twelve, he comes to Istanbul-"the
center of the world"-and is immediately enthralled both by the city being demolished and the new one that
is fast being built. He follows his father's trade, selling boza on the street, and hopes to become rich like
other villagers who have settled on the desolate hills outside the booming metropolis. But chance seems to
conspire against him. He spends three years writing love letters to a girl he saw just once at a wedding,
only to elope by mistake with her sister. And though he grows to cherish his wife and the family they have,
his relations all make their fortunes while his own years are spent in a series of jobs leading nowhere; he is
sometimes attracted to the politics of his friends and intermittently to the lodge of a religious guide. But
every evening, without fail, he still wanders the streets of Istanbul, selling boza and wondering at the
"strangeness" in his mind, the sensation that makes him feel different from everyone else, until fortune
conspires once more to let him understand at last what it is he has always yearned for. Told from the
perspectives of many beguiling characters, A Strangeness in My Mind is a modern epic of coming of age in
a great city, and a mesmerizing narrative sure to take its place among Pamuk's finest achievements.
Other Colors - Orhan Pamuk 2010-10-22
Knopf Canada is proud to welcome Orhan Pamuk to the list with an inspiring and engaging collection of
essays on literary and personal subjects–his first new book since winning the Nobel Prize. In the three
decades that Pamuk has devoted to writing fiction, he has also produced scores of witty, moving and
provocative essays and articles. Here is a thoughtful compilation of a dazzling novelist’s best non-fiction,
offering different perspectives on his lifelong obsessions. Pamuk’s criticism, autobiographical writing and
meditations are presented alongside interviews he has given and selections from his private notebooks. He
engages the work of other novelists, including Sterne and Dostoyevsky, Salman Rushdie and Patricia
Highsmith, and he discusses his own books and writing process. We learn not just how he writes but how
he lives as he recounts his successful struggle to quit smoking and describes his relationship with his
daughter. Ordinary events–applying for a passport, the death of a relative–inspire extraordinary flights of
association as the novelist reflects on everything from the child’s state of being to divergent attitudes
towards art in the East and West. Illustrated with photographs, paintings and the author’s own sketches,
Other Colors gives us Orhan Pamuk’s world through a kaleidoscope whose brilliant, shifting themes and
moods together become a radiant and meaningful whole.
The Death of King Arthur - Simon Armitage 2012
A new translation of the Middle English classic follows Arthur into battle and describes the death of his
knights and his own poignant last moments.
The New Life - Orhan Pamuk 2014-12-16
Osman is a young university student whose life is changed by a chance encounter with a mysterious book.
Osman becomes obsessed with the book, which seems to contain all the magic and power of life and love.
Romantic and elusive, Orhan Pamuk's The New Life is a rhapsody to love and an investigation into the
shadowy nature of self.
The New Life - Orhan Pamuk 1998-03-31
From the Nobel Prize winner and the acclaimed author of My Name is Red comes an engaging intellectual
thriller and high romance set in Turkey about a young student whose life and identity is uprooted through
the single act of reading a book. The protagonist of Orhan Pamuk's fiendishly engaging novel is launched
into a world of hypnotic texts and (literally) Byzantine conspiracies that whirl across the steppes and forlorn
frontier towns of Turkey. And with The New Life, Pamuk himself vaults from the forefront of his country's
writers into the arena of world literature. Through the single act of reading a book, a young student is
uprooted from his old life and identity. Within days of reading a book, a young student’s old life and identity
is uprooted, and he’s fallen in love with the luminous and elusive Janan; witnessed the attempted
assassination of a rival suitor; and forsaken his family to travel aimlessly through a nocturnal landscape of

The Innocence of Memories - Orhan Pamuk 2019-01-17
The Innocence of Memories is an important addition to the oeuvre of Nobel Prize-winning author Orhan
Pamuk. Comprised of the screenplay of the acclaimed film by Grant Gee from 2015 (by the same name), a
transcript of the author and filmmaker in conversation, and captivating colour stills, it is an essential
volume for understanding Pamuk's work. Drawing on the themes from Pamuk's best-selling books, The
Museum of Innocence, Istanbul and The Black Book, this book is both an accompaniment to the author's
previous publications and a wonderfully revelatory exploration of Orhan Pamuk's key ideas about art, love,
and memory.
Nights of Plague - Orhan Pamuk 2022-10-04
A new book by the winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature. Part detective story, part historical epic—a bold
and brilliant novel that imagines a plague ravaging a fictional island in the Ottoman Empire. It is April
1900, in the Levant, on the imaginary island of Mingeria—the twenty-ninth state of the Ottoman
Empire—located in the eastern Mediterranean between Crete and Cyprus. Half the population is Muslim,
the other half are Orthodox Greeks, and tension is high between the two. When a plague arrives—brought
either by Muslim pilgrims returning from the Mecca, or by merchant vessels coming from Alexandria—the
island revolts. To stop the epidemic, the Ottoman sultan Abdul Hamid II sends his most accomplished
quarantine expert to the island—an Orthodox Christian. Some of the Muslims, including followers of a
popular religious sect and its leader, Sheikh H, refuse to take precautions or respect the quarantine. And
the sultan’s expert is murdered. As the plague continues its rapid spread, the sultan sends a second doctor
to the island, this time a Muslim, and strict quarantine measures are declared. But the incompetence of the
island’s governor and local administration and the people’s refusal to respect the bans dooms the
quarantine to failure, and the death count continues to rise. Faced with the danger that the plague might
spread to the West and to Istanbul, the sultan bows to international pressure and allows foreign and
Ottoman warships to blockade the island. Now the people of Mingeria are on their own, and they must find
a way to defeat the plague themselves. Steeped in history and rife with suspense, Nights of Plague is an
epic story set more than one hundred years ago with themes that feel remarkably contemporary.
Passion's Promise - Danielle Steel 1985-05-01
Smart, beautiful, and very rich, Kezia Saint Martin leads two lives: one as a glamorous socialite jetting
between the poshest places in Europe and America; the other, under a false name, as a dedicated journalist
committed to justice and her profession. But the two worlds are pulling her apart, leaving her conflicted
about her identity and the lies she tells to every man she meets. Then she meets Lucas Johns, a bold,
dynamic crusader for social change -- and an ex-con. Their attraction is immediate, but their love may be
just one step from tragedy at any time.
The Paris Review Interviews (Boxed Set) I-IV - Philip Gourevitch 2009-11-10
A compilation of interviews from the premier literary magazine includes conversations with some of the
world's leading authors, poets, novelists, playwrights, and memoirists, including William Faulkner, Toni
Morrison, Isaac Bashevis Singer, Graham Greene, James Baldwin, Stephen King, and Eudora Welty.
Sympathy for the Traitor - Mark Polizzotti 2019-01-29
An engaging and unabashedly opinionated examination of what translation is and isn't. For some,
translation is the poor cousin of literature, a necessary evil if not an outright travesty—summed up by the
old Italian play on words, traduttore, traditore (translator, traitor). For others, translation is the royal road
to cross-cultural understanding and literary enrichment. In this nuanced and provocative study, Mark
Polizzotti attempts to reframe the debate along more fruitful lines. Eschewing both these easy polarities
and the increasingly abstract discourse of translation theory, he brings the main questions into clearer
focus: What is the ultimate goal of a translation? What does it mean to label a rendering “faithful”? (Faithful
to what?) Is something inevitably lost in translation, and can something also be gained? Does translation
matter, and if so, why? Unashamedly opinionated, both a manual and a manifesto, his book invites usto
sympathize with the translator not as a “traitor” but as the author's creative partner. Polizzotti, himself a
translator of authors from Patrick Modiano to Gustave Flaubert, explores what translation is and what it
isn't, and how it does or doesn't work. Translation, he writes, “skirts the boundaries between art and craft,
originality and replication, altruism and commerce, genius and hack work.” In Sympathy for the Traitor, he
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traveler's cafes and apocalyptic bus wrecks. As imagined by Pamuk, the result is a wondrous marriage of
the intellectual thriller and high romance. Translated from the Turkish by Guneli Gun.
The Fifth Son - Elie Wiesel 1998-04-07
Reuven Tamiroff, a Holocaust survivor, has never been able to speak about his past to his son, a young man
who yearns to understand his father’s silence. As campuses burn amidst the unrest of the Sixties and his
own generation rebels, the son is drawn to his father’s circle of wartime friends in search of clues to the
past. Finally discovering that his brooding father has been haunted for years by his role in the murder of a
brutal SS officer just after the war, young Tamiroff learns that the Nazi is still alive. Haunting, poetic, and
very contemporary, The Fifth Son builds to an unforgettable climax as the son sets out to complete his
father’s act of revenge.
Panorama - H. G. Adler 2012-01-10
Only recently available for the first time in English, Panorama is the newly rediscovered first novel of H. G.
Adler, a modernist master whose work has been compared to that of Kafka, Joyce, and Solzhenitsyn. A
brilliant epic told in ten distinct vignettes, Panorama is a portrait of a place and people soon to be
destroyed, as seen through the eyes of the young Josef Kramer. It moves from the pastoral World War I–era
Bohemia of Josef’s youth, to a German boarding school full of creeping prejudice, through an infamous
extermination camp, and finally to Josef’s self-imposed exile abroad, achieving veracity and power through
a stream-of-consciousness style reminiscent of our greatest modern masters. The author of six novels as
well as the monumental account of his experiences in a Nazi labor camp, Theresienstadt 1941–1945, H. G.
Adler is an essential author with unique historical importance. Panorama is lasting evidence of both the
torment of his life and the triumph of his gifts.
Snow - Orhan Pamuk 2011-10-18
From the Nobel Prize winner and the acclaimed author of My Name is Red comes a spellbinding story of a
poet seeking his lost love in a remote Turkish town riven by religious conflict and cut off from the world by
a blizzard. Returning to Turkey from exile in the West, Ka is driven by curiosity to investigate a surprising
wave of suicides among religious girls forbidden to wear their head scarves in school. But the epicenter of
the suicides, the eastern border city of Kars, is also home to the radiant and newly divorced Ýpek, a friend
of Ka’s youth whom he has never forgotten and whose spirited younger sister is a leader of the rebellious
schoolgirls. As a fierce snowstorm descends on Kars, violence between the military and local Islamic
radicals begins to explode, and Ka finds his sympathies drawn in unexpected and dramatic directions.
Istanbul (Deluxe Edition) - Orhan Pamuk 2017-10-24
From the Nobel Prize-winning author of My Name Is Red and Snow, a large-format, deluxe, collectible
edition of his beloved memoir about life in Istanbul, with more than 200 added illustrations and a new
introduction. Orhan Pamuk was born in Istanbul and still lives in the family apartment building where his
mother first held him in her arms. His portrait of his city is thus also a self-portrait, refracted by memory
and the melancholy--or hüzün--that all Istanbullus share: the sadness that comes of living amid the ruins of
a lost empire. With cinematic fluidity, Pamuk moves from the lives of his glamorous, unhappy parents to the
gorgeous, decrepit mansions overlooking the Bosphorus; from the dawning of his self-consciousness to the
writers and painters--both Turkish and foreign--who would shape his consciousness of his city. Like Joyce's
Dublin and Borges' Buenos Aires, Pamuk's Istanbul is a triumphant encounter of place and sensibility,
beautifully written and immensely moving.
Dante's New Life of the Book - Martin Eisner 2021-03-18
Dante's New Life of the Book examines Dante's Vita nuova through its transformations in manuscripts,
printed books, translations, and adaptations. Eisner investigates how these different material
manifestations participate in the work, drawing attention to its distinctive elements.
My Father's Suitcase - Orhan Pamuk 2006

A New Life - Bernard Malamud 2004-09-13
Sy Levin, a high school teacher beset by alcohol and bad decisions, leaves New York for the Pacific
Northwest to start over, imagining that an extraordinary new life awaits him there. Soon after arriving, he
realizes that he had fallen for the myth of the West as a place of personal reinvention.
Rasputin's Daughter - Robert Alexander 2006-01-19
From the author of the national bestseller The Kitchen Boy comes a gripping historical novel about imperial
Russia’s most notorious figure Called “brilliant” by USA Today, Robert Alexander’s historical novel The
Kitchen Boy swept readers back to the doomed world of the Romanovs. His latest masterpiece once again
conjures those turbulent days in a fictional drama of extraordinary depth and suspense. In the wake of the
Russian Revolution, Maria Rasputin—eldest of the Rasputin children—recounts her infamous father’s final
days, building a breathless narrative of intrigue, excess, and conspiracy that reveals the shocking truth of
her father’s end and the identity of those who arranged it. What emerges is a nail-biting, richly textured
new take on one of history’s most legendary episodes.
Orhan Pamuk: Balkon - Orhan Pamuk 2018-04-30
In the winter of 2011 Nobel-Prize-winning Turkish novelist Orhan Pamuk took 8,500 color photographs
from his balcony with its panoramic view of Istanbul, the entrance of the Bosphorus, the old town, the Asian
and European sides of the city, the surrounding hills, and the distant islands and mountains. Sometimes he
would leave his writing desk and follow the movements of the boats as they passed in front of his apartment
and sailed far away. As Pamuk obsessively created these images he felt his desire to do so was related to a
strange particular mood he was experiencing. He photographed further and began to think about what was
happening to himself: Why was he taking these photos? How are seeing and photography related? What is
the affinity between writing and seeing? Why do we enjoy looking at landscapes and landscape
photographs? Balkon presents almost 500 of these photos selected by Pamuk, who has also co-designed the
book and written its introduction. 'There is genius in Pamuk's madness.' -Umberto Eco
The Innocence of Objects - Orhan Pamuk 2012-10-01
Presents a catalog of the items on display at Istanbul's Museum of Innocence, an establishment that houses
ordinary objects drawn from Pamuk's 2008 novel bearing the same name.
Istanbul - Orhan Pamuk 2006-12-05
From the Nobel Prize winner and acclaimed author of My Name is Red comes a portrait of Istanbul by its
foremost writer, revealing the melancholy that comes of living amid the ruins of a lost empire. "Delightful,
profound, marvelously origina.... Pamuk tells the story of the city through the eyes of memory." —The
Washington Post Book World A shimmering evocation, by turns intimate and panoramic, of one of the
world’s great cities, by its foremost writer. Orhan Pamuk was born in Istanbul and still lives in the family
apartment building where his mother first held him in her arms. His portrait of his city is thus also a selfportrait, refracted by memory and the melancholy—or hüzün—that all Istanbullus share. With cinematic
fluidity, Pamuk moves from his glamorous, unhappy parents to the gorgeous, decrepit mansions
overlooking the Bosphorus; from the dawning of his self-consciousness to the writers and painters—both
Turkish and foreign—who would shape his consciousness of his city. Like Joyce’s Dublin and Borges’
Buenos Aires, Pamuk’s Istanbul is a triumphant encounter of place and sensibility, beautifully written and
immensely moving.
The Tax Inspector - Peter Carey 2015-03-03
From Granny Catchprice, who runs her family business -- and her family -- with senility, cunning, and a
handbag full of explosives to sixteen-year-old Benny, who dreams of transforming a failing automobile
franchise into an empire -- and himself into an angel -- the Catchprices may be the most spectacularly
contentious family since Dostoevsky's Karamozovs. But when a beautiful and very pregnant agent of the
Australian Taxation Office enters their lives, the resulting collision becomes, in Carey's hands, masterpiece
of coal-black humour and compassionate horror.
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